
Writer’s Workshop
We have been writing 
descriptive pieces about 
things and people we know 
about.  We have organized our 
thoughts into webs and 
transferred the information 
into written pieces. 
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Now and Coming Up:
       -Sweetheart Dance

          February 24th

-Field Trip, March 2nd

       -Mc Teacher’s Night

	
 March 7th

       -Holidays 2-13 & 2-20

No school these two Mondays

-Supplies

See your child’s 
teacher if you’d 
like to help us 
re-stock our 
classroom supplies.

We have been studying plot 
in fiction and focusing on 
events at the 
beginning, 
middle, and 
end of  a 
story.  We 
have talked 
about 
making 
predictions, 
identifying 
setting, and examining the 

problem and solution to a 
story.  We have also been 

looking at 
text features 
in nonfiction 
text, and 
identifying 
the main 
idea(s), also 
known as 
central ideas, 
and its 

supporting details. 

z HalfWay Day z

We recently celebrated Halfway Day on the 90th day of school.  We 
are halfway through First Grade and halfway toward Second 
Grade.  We are looking forward to the second half of the school 
year!
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                                      Social Studies/Science
We started the new year off  with a study on weather.  We are working on technology projects that feature 
the water cycle, weather, and seasons.  We are currently exploring American symbols and landmarks and 
studying Abraham Lincoln and George Washington.

                                   Home -School Connection
When you and your child make fun, bento-style lunches together, chances are she'll treasure every bite! Small 
portions of nutritious foods creatively arranged characterize bento lunches. Children love them! Prep and pack 

together the night before, or let your child finish packing independently in the 
morning.

What You Need:

 Foods your child enjoys
•Small containers
•Chopper or slicer your child can handle
•10 minutes before bed

What You Do:

1. Fruit "Flowers": Invite your child to arrange round fruit around edges to form "petals." Next, your child can fill the center: half a mandarin orange, one 
new potato, a garnish container (with lid) filled with yogurt or peanut butter, one big strawberry. Next, more small fruit can be tucked in (raisins, berries, 
tangerine wedges) to fill container to the top. Lid should press snugly against top to hold fruit in place.

3. Shapes: Think easy! Handle the first trim yourself to set length, then show your child how to finish. Your can cut your thick melon rectangles smaller into 
cubes. Your long veggie slices can be cut smaller into sticks. Children love cutting cookie-cutter shapes from your fruit and veggie chunks! Show your child 
how to make melon ball spheres. Shaped crackers or bread finish the theme.

4. Match-wich: Several stacks of slices, the same shape and size. Squares, triangles and rounds are easy. Once your child can handle a 
cookie cutter, all kinds of fun, seasonal match-wiches are do-able. Stackable slice foods: jicama, cucumber, summer squash, bread, 
crackers, cheese, lunchmeat, tofu, hardboiled eggs, apples, melon. Help your child wrap foods individually to assemble on the spot at 
lunch.

5. Re-use! Interesting food-grade containers are fun for your child to pack and unpack. Slim cylinders (from candy) make a finger-exercising nut holder. Tiny 
garnish containers from to-go foods are perfectly sized for yogurt, dip and peanut butter (or just one perfect strawberry!). Have your child open and close lid 
before you pack to make sure she can.

Mathematics
We have studied Data and Graphs.  Students have made and read tally charts, picture graphs, and bar 
graphs.  We worked on sorting and patterns.  The focus was on sorting objects, identifying and extending 
color, shape, and size patterns.  We have been studying place value to 100, and comparing and ordering 
numbers.  We are currently working on sums to 11 and 12, and counting on from a number.  We have 
been using the number line to count on.  We are continuing our ongoing practice with addition and 
subtraction math facts.  


